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An Interview with Eric Baus
Map Points: How do you view your relationship with the duende? How, why, and in what ways
does it inform your work? Lastly, how have you seen this relationship change or develop over
the years?
Eric Baus: Duende is a difficult quality to locate precisely, especially in one’s own work. I often
think of it as finding a new way of speaking based on the ways that habituated speech is broken
apart. I find that my more recent writing is working much more closely at the level of the word
or of the individual phoneme. I would hesitate to describe this as duende, but I do try to seek
out a quality in the sonic and imagistic materials of the poem that feels like it’s falling apart
while it’s also propelling you somewhere. The longer that I write, the more I trust in the
strangeness of sound to show me where to go next.
MP: That last statement is reminiscent of Spicer's Vancouver lectures and his theory of "poetic
dictation." Can you elaborate a bit on your process of blending images and sound? How do you
know when the images are "falling apart and propelling you somewhere" in your own work, and
how do you know when you've struck that balance?
EB: The “balance” that I look for is not necessarily calm or equilibrium, but a precision of
arrangement and juxtaposition that would bring out certain experiences for the reader. I avoid
outright randomness on the one hand and rigidity on the other. I write using a combination of
intuition and processes that cultivate surprise. Often when I am drafting a poem there is an
expected noun or verb that context would imply, but I will find a word that is not necessarily
its opposite but hovering above or behind or beside it. I try to use a word that feels both right
and slightly wrong at the same time, that breaks readers out of anticipating a familiar pattern
while also evoking some aspect of the palpable world.
Sometimes this is done by shifting one letter, such as in the title of my third book Scared Text,
which is often initially read as Sacred Text. One transposed letter helped me to imagine the
book’s landscape. If a sacred text might be viewed as emanating from a position of authority or
of transcendent knowledge I was interested in what kinds of insights a more vulnerable,
tumultuous, “scared” text might open up. There is something compelling about a physical book
that feels frightened, or a book so wild and alive that it outgrows conventional boundaries. I
like the idea of feeling compassion for a book, that in expanding the limits of how one cares for
and interacts with the world of things one’s consciousness might also be enlarged. There is a
beautiful moment in Summer Rain by Marguerite Duras about a little boy (who can’t read)
finding an “injured” book:
“They took it to Ernesto, who looked at it for a long time. It was a very thick book bound in
black leather, and a hole had been burned right through it by what must have been some
terribly powerful implement like a blowtorch or a red-hot iron bar. The hole was perfectly
circular, and around it the rest of the book was unscathed, so it must have been possible to
read what remained of each page. The children had seen other books in bookstore windows and
in their parents’ house, but they’d never seen one so cruelly treated before. The younger
brothers and sisters cried.”
When I write a new poem I sometimes think like one of the siblings in this passage.

MP: Your last comment brings up a point that we'd like to cover. What writers—or artists in
general—do you look to either for inspiration or direct poetic influence? What is it about their
work that you find to be inspiring?
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EB: I read a lot of prose. I have loved every Dorothy Project book http://dorothyproject.com
that I have read, especially Joanna Ruocco’s Dan, Renee Gladman’s Ravicka series, Amina
Cain’s Creature, and Azareen Van der Vliet Oloomi’s Fra Keeler. When I read these books I am
reminded of the endless possibilities of the sentence.
I am drawn to immersive soundscapes created from slowly accreting elements. In the last few
years I’ve been learning from recordings by Eliane Radigue, Pauline Oliveros, Annea
Lockwood, and Maryanne Amacher [click for links] who have worked in various ways with
hypnotic patterns, gradual sonic shifts or extended tones.
My most recent book The Tranquilized Tongue works with a very easily recognizable structure
that attempts to generate intensity within seemingly static elements. I have a new book that’s
coming out next year called How I Became a Hum that explores similar ideas but with greater
formal variety and with suggestions of narrative.

MP: Speaking of The Tranquilized Tongue, what you just said reminds us of lines like, “The
room held the cloud in its amplified lungs,” from your poem “THE POISONED VOICE.” This
represents a theme of blending static images with dynamic images—a theme that permeates
the book. Can you speak to how you see that as a generator of intensity? Furthermore, how do
you see the way you shift and repeat phonemes as adding to this intensity?
EB: I am always paying attention to various types of transformations. This particular type of
intensity might be connected to the surrealist idea of the “fixed-explosive” image. Framing and
zooming in on precise moments of transition or contradiction helps me locate the most
shimmering, resonant elements.
I spend time looking at words, sentences, and paragraphs in addition to reading them. Writing
often begins with a brief experience of delirium of interpretation. Misreading or mishearing
can trigger a new possibility. I try to avoid obvious or trivial aspects while remaining open to
what might happen when I take nearly every bit of linguistic and sonic material as potentially
significant. The way that I write involves trial and error but also values the granular. I think
there is something wondrous about all the things that are at the extreme periphery of
awareness.

MP: On a final note, your work certainly contains many surrealist qualities to it, not only the
“fixed-explosive” images, but also juxtapositions of distant realties and moments of the
marvelous. Can you talk about how you see surrealism as directly informing your work?
EB: Tonight I am working on a very short, fragmentary poem that needed a title. I always keep
several haphazardly placed notebooks comprised of disembodied phrases and scraps of
vocabulary and sometimes more developed sketches for writing. I just came across the phrase
“antique mites” which I liked because the existence of a mite is associated with the transitory
and invisible. I liked the idea that there could be an ancient, priceless mite. Most of us have
little, harmless mites in our eyelashes but they exist at a scale that we don’t usually notice.
The poem I am working on contains the line: “The hour of revived lice.” which sort of connects
with that idea, but maybe too directly, so I watched the word until it gradually turned into the
word miasma. I am now calling the poem “Antique Miasma” which feels right. It moves the
poem along in a way that surprised me but also felt rooted in the sound array and image
palette of the poem as well as echoing some structural aspects of other poems in my new
manuscript. Somewhere along the drafting process there were mites, but now they’re gone
except for a few phonetic traces. I would never expect anyone reading the poem to consciously
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perceive its origins and mutations but I do think there is ultimately a cumulative effect if you
read work that has been constructed and re-constructed on this scale. I love surrealism and it
continues to help me to remain open to the world. However, it is not especially important to me
to classify these kinds of processes and discoveries as surrealist. The presence of the unknown
always clings to and infuses the known.
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Eric Baus

FLOODED BULB
I felt a monsoon crown my brain when the circuits in the static sanctuary burst.
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Eric Baus

SUBMERGED PIANO PRESERVE
We compressed the resonance wounds inside an adult maple but the boom’s drying
thunder was buried under sons. Puréed hail bled from its tendrils. Swamp moss veiled
the air.
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Eric Baus

AUTONOMOUS INFIRMARY
The mirage minted its quills into a claw.
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Eric Baus

THE DENATURED NAME
The vocal photographs we had seized proved polluted: MANTIC CANAL, KING PARABOLA’S AUDIENCE,
and THE CROOKED PROPELLER all displayed traces of circular breathing. The denatured name
wrought continuous titles. Each time we blinked the bindings donned leaves.
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Eric Baus

WHEN HE WORE GNATS
I found him, in human sickness, marooned, a purse full of wasps, the purest curse.
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Mary Ann Cain

What We Never
for Beverly Hume
What else but what we never—
my beagle snoring towards meadow grass
while I saw mouse entrails into stringed
chaos. What happens when music is
not, when notes twist and fall, more ember than
vibration, residue that heats forgotten
clouds. I always fear losing
the sound of one bee plucking
pollen from a moist wail. In this high country
of unavoidable, sun floods and clouds
shatter. I never thought
you would not just disappear
one day sailing on desert
spine. I always knew I could not count
your voice, or say, Open gut and dust
with hot claws. How you held your secrets,
Mojave soil blooming below
notice. Should I regret caves
leading nowhere, your sound echoing
as if not there? Had I felt
your fall? I do not accept but what we
never, do not fear the raw
banjo face flying from that ship—
somehow you are there, will always
direct my hand away from holding
fire too close, elusive, what I never
you are not without.
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Mary Ann Cain

In the Basement
Cold place for a nap.
I was 15
practicing the coffin
pose: If I lay still
long enough, I’d just
disappear, no goodbyes
just leave them.
How easy death
seemed. Like magic.
Here today, gone—
death as an outlaw
hideout, play acting
in my parents’
foundation, shelter for dark
triumphs, my only winning
strategy to pretend
they’d never miss me.
How many times have I
rehearsed only
to discover the ignominy
of living in spite
of myself?
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Scherezade Siobhan

letters to graphite
you keep a cold coal within
the raven lode of your chest

you fluctuate the din in a furnace guise
you are hoping for a fear so elephantine

in the arachnid stain of its boot-marks
that it crushes all the doted darkness

& turns the mummified mottle of carbon
into the uncut carat of a quaint gemstone

keep the heavy hand of longing right
at the bombshell of your belly

that burden, that bludgeon is
the hammer-knocked lullaby of

an earth that has burned enough
till it is unbreakable

so, it dances raw

it feasts on cinders
it gardens diamonds
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Scherezade Siobhan

his hands
landlocked lagoons; two
lotus-petaled bonfires
autumn’s fickle amber
footfalls of flames
palms of pyres

a venery of ocelots;
jade trains in jasper-skein
adam’s apple in foxhound
gnarl a skim of savanna
starved for the sorcerer’s rain

the penetralia of opium dens
light lisping inside a mauve smoke
temple-stone sentinels for a monarch’s
sphinx; trembling rock of memory
the river’s weeping where the dam broke

Turkish postcards;
twin envelopes filled with evenings
words full of eyes like an orphanage’s
open window sentences spent under
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Scherezade Siobhan

the arrow-toothed pillars of lapis
watchtowers; time with its two tired wings

a cello cut open of its music
a chapter falling out like pearls
undone by blind fingers that misread
the bend of each bead till the floor
is a flood of constellations
sired from clefs and trebles

a pair of saved doves
endlessly smooth ivory of silence
quivering within the opening
paragraphs in a moonflower’s mouth

the revolving door
of heart & hurt
the shut-in, shut-out
warmth of a beaten thing

that knows the loss
it awakens
when it loves
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Scherezade Siobhan

that still loves
& loves
& loves
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Scherezade Siobhan

mi bombero*
man of clementine musk
man of salt-pickled sakura

spherules of nectar
a vertiginous rose
in the pekoe bloom

man of Himalayan oracles
man of narcissus coda

peacock quills
floating at peripheries
of Palestinian blackouts like kite-strings

man of poison ivy labyrinths
man of cobweb coil
man of tapestries
netted into trespasses

prelude to the peripheries
that swallow the pivot

man of intoxicated nightfall
man of lantern irises
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Scherezade Siobhan

a church of fireflies
a nocturne sleeping
between the bluebells
& the nettles

man of elegies & exiles
man of naplam quicksand

deer-eyed ruminations
scribbled into the redwood’s torso

man of conch-song
man of blue lily eyelash

each blink’s whip
an ornament
lent to worship

oh! my man
of solemn, sea-grain braille
& i, seiche, jonah’s grail
white horses writhing
in the blindness of a tidal wave

(*my fireman in Spanish)
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Scherezade Siobhan

the andalusian bride
the skyline as mnemonic
for your stubble; a bracken
inkling, the ornery fallow
such that each exhale

adjoins the cornet of a
flotilla scathing the sea
-coast we maunder in
spindrift, carbonated

vocals loosened from
the windpipes of marina
you, saline in foam-crest

i, aquatic perforations,
a gill, water-logged
wind-tugged
Neptunian, distant tether

quien ama sabiendo
por qué ama, no ama.
whoever loves knowing
why they love, doesn’t love
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Scherezade Siobhan

this waiting endures
its rendezvous with rubble
till it is a honeyed hymn

its music blossoming
from anemic ariettas
into brass-breasted
octaves, you bow

the nautical ballast
count the pirate-maps
hidden in the archipelago
of the moles & birthmarks
embroidering the shoal
of my waist

you, breath of tidal darts
you, olive-brown
Poseidon, you
kin of caramel twilight

pillar your wrists
in a debate with the
cartography of my cicatrices,
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Scherezade Siobhan

my elegant geometry
of skin prized like shipwrecks

you gasp, body—a sanctuary
of murmurs, each hour distilled
from its frozen symmetry,

you weep, an atheist returned
to the altar of a soft-shell God

you speak, a voice teeming
with volcanoes, minefields
naked under the phonemes

you touch—the taproot of time
tutoring the nerve of scattered
tectonics. i rise; an ancient thing
requiem-faced, arcane in the heat
-wave beneath the cupped seabed

i unlace;

all cipher
all citadel
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Scherezade Siobhan

all filigree
all fossil

all angel
all animal

(Italics : quote by Antonio Porchia from Voces
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Howie Good

Bob Dylan’s Dream
Ask anyone. Ask Bob Dylan. The process is one of roses growing out of people’s brains,
alligators crawling through sewers, lovers turning into swans that turn into angels, souped-up
cars running full blast on a Friday night, the old weird America, a haze of shadows drifting in
through the open window, where a woman is taking off her shirt, our flesh, inside and out,
zebra-striped at hundreds of miles per second.
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Howie Good

September
There was a crimson hearse
(it isn’t just some theory),
& before we could even react,
summer had disappeared,
a parabola of dribble
wiped from a baby’s chin.
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Matthew Walsh

The Social Network of the Traveling Prosthetic
30

Curtis Crisler

My Years in the Head of Eric Baus Ode
“Every man and every artist, whether he is Nietzsche or Cézanne, climbs each
step in the tower of his perfection by fighting his duende, not his angel…nor
his muse.”—Federico García Lorca
i.
You spray paint your sister
on brick walls of St. Mark’s Cathedral.
You solidify with friend, Kalamaras, to examine
why tragedy makes you write and you come
up with lost fibers; dead poets in dusty anthologies.
In somnambulist’s lie I dream about Chicago and
crying pigeons perched on your sister’s eyelids.
Wonder if co-op, in Massachusetts, close to
your crib carries the brand of jasmine rice
that won’t bend you over? Can your stomach
make the transitions from Midwest collages
to east coast murals? I know it’s not magic
or necromancy that makes you capture
seagull’s lift and pull to flight. It is magic
*
that makes you hear the pigeons, the wings
of your sister fluttering. She’s trying to shake
the debris of the two towers off her once lively
lilt. There is a fog, a film that covers her
true voice. It is caught on the fence trying
for greener things to ponder. And when she
ponders, you know the line to perch on and
how much weight to assess her ululations.
ii.
I hear your verbs kiss her cheek
and curse out all the goons who smile.
You’d say, You all never get it right,
left-brain is where it takes influence.
The mountains, the sea, the earth
are all Japanese koans and tealeaves.
It must be in conjunction with surrealist naps
and how Dali and Ernst paint off the canvas
then slide unashamed images back to center—
some word lost in a paragraph grabbing
to make it back to a right margin. It is
how life is. You all never get it right, left up
to you postmodernism cancels out premodernism and modernism becomes actualism
(or what we are doing, currently, in an atom).
*
And ten years later we are back to now,
you said to me, at Neruda’s workshop in Madrid.
I’ve never been to Spain but in this voice I have
traveled with you to crush rotting politics, spill blood,
love women, and splash in bucolic well with los hijos.
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Curtis Crisler

When thinking about you in the alphabet,
I stumbled into how a minute and a second
Grapple within their bone white wings
—for GK
I woke up with crust-like bread
Crumbs in my eyes, a heavy
Dose of the dead-of-night-til-morning
Rise. I have thought about maladies
In between my nasal cavity and
The aperture of crawl space before
The left brain and right brain shake
Hands. We are neighbors. We are
Strangers. We are filaments in a
Lightbulb—“Ah!” We shake hands
And say goodbye because we are
Coming back to the origin of today.
And in the smallness we get to know
Now.
But like it’s real: meat, again.
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Curtis Crisler

Divaism (dreaming Grace Jones)
Inside her fussing he stood up,
with Cortés, looking for more

a greedy conquistador captain
recognition that he had the cojones

to take from the unsuspecting,
to control things over-the-top, but

more recognition he owned how
his insides loosed like half-n-half

into black coffee, a soaking slush of
mouth like Diego Rivera connecting

white gold. He lost his name in her
more to Frida between thighs of her

sister. They shook, tongued, stroked
moonlights, really only dreamable

eyes through an infantry of twenty
minutes, playing with how darkened

body parts react to centripetal motion.
stinging, soothing, then balming with

They washed each other of exchanges:
lotion. Each other’s private shavings

shining so fine black hair tricked them
there, clambering down to slumber.

it could be light. He made mistake
Her angry buttocks up—she, tight-

lipped at door—kissed him—talked on
he’d been butted by. Glistening,

her cell—the best multitasking
naked, she grabbed his movement,

readjusted how to make him big and small
left him in her scent,

before her deep Good night Dad-dy shut door,
aromatic grass on his top lip.
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Curtis Crisler

…….. ………… …………………………...…..…You bring out
the woman in me.…………..You bring out the blood, fluid, and pain to…the……………………
..umbilical……...…cord of all my children, breathing and not…………You bring out the woman
in me….the “mama”……...“mommy” “mother” of voices rushing down the hallway of life’s……
time…..You bring out the psychopath in me……the functioning under pressure of me…this…….
………..nucleus of a thing outside of womanism…….outside of feminism, outside of glossy……
…mags and “how to please your man” overkill….…when I am………….the mother to existence,
of…..me…….You bring out the maneater, the manhater, the frustrator, the reju…..………………
...venator of me…….I………………………………………………………………am nothing…...
…...but the everything of anything in the immediacy of a second, in…....me…….You bring out…
..how I’ve figured out the hot hot hot in me…………the cold cold cold to breathing…….the “if…
…………………………..…you don’t get out of my face in the next minute” of me….….so I can
………..implode from the kernel……...of a popcorn seed into a butterfly…….…….You bring….
out the Queen Latifah in me, the ladies first……………………………………..….the June……...
…..Jordan in me……the Carolyn M. Rogers in me…the light-skinned girl born in Gary in me…..
…You,….you, you, bring out the maternal key in me……You, are the face in the mirror, in me…
The...bump…..bump bump in my chest that bumps………………………………………….……..
........................................You bring out the terrifying in me, and sit it down……like…an ohm…...
………..You ……bring out the beautiful fangs in me……...I am running through the streets, a car
on…….….….fire, and I am breathing in all the pollution of the city, changing it into planetary….
bodies…You…...you you reveal the surgical bikini scar of me………………………..the botched
……tattoo nightmare of some other name…..…on me..…….cause you you you own words, the...
placenta of……………every…………………kernel of knowledge ………………I need………..
and…….you……….you………you………….click………….click………………….……………
pow…………… …………… ……………… ……….
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Curtis Crisler

The anger inside my torso
In my heart
the river reaches its arm downstream.
Somewhere my soul feels the lick of the stone.
It’s in my heart
that the mountain is quakeless
because you don’t shake or erupt me.
It’s not in my heart, now,
it’s in my ear. The swirl of breath from
the north is not a cold front but it rolls on grass
and bends me over to light backaches.
I hear your sigh and it burns like an incision
of broken glass thrust into the ball of my bare foot.
It’s in that time when time has few
minutes that I can manage perpendicular movement.
The mouth of the sea becomes a puddle of slobber cresting your lips.
I heard you yell many curses before
you purchased faith, before you saw your reflection
and beauty in our destruction. In those times now becomes
a gain and it is in my heart, again, rippling
the stone’s ear, tickling the girls with black black
roped hair, the patent-leather shoe tappers, that chat low
hung murmurs with the water lily. Again, it collects
in my heart, those swept away foreigners—the dust balls
of packaged regrets spinning back like reminders to beginnings,
questions that answer their own name, that touch of your
hand on the absence of the rose, of the something
hereafter—a gaudy pinned down medal or some
type of discarded remembrance shelved on the stained
purpose that’s my heart—and with distance you finally say
out of my ear’s grasp, “Somewhere my soul feels the lick of the stone.”
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Andrew Wells

Dirge before Death
Soon there sits an unfelt absence on you,
stiffened hand
stitched head
won’t matter
not the failed golf swing nor the short-walk breathlessness,
but your smile and your oh the doctor said this today
and your oh we’ve an appointment sometime next week
will go with you and the white of your youth, into the blanket earth.
Though a myriad of roses will cover the grave,
they will die. They will die, and I will follow.
Soon there sits an unfelt absence on you.
Soon there sits an unfelt absence on you,
muted voices
muddled names
won’t matter
not the failed swims nor your hip that suddenly ached last week,
but your wink and your smuggling the biscuit tin
past my mother with a grin for me
will go with you and the white of your youth, into the blanket earth.
Though a myriad of roses will cover the grave,
they will die. They will die, and I will follow.
Soon there sits an unfelt absence on you.
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Andrew Wells

Sometimes the cold of living death weighs us down…
Sometimes the cold of living death weighs us down
and all the futility seems at once to catch
us up. We live on, feeling like a dunce
for thinking Life was smarter than a clown.
Panic-stricken, brain mis-fires, what’s a noun?
I’m going crazy, bug-bites to scratch,
I’m fumbling for a match to light the dark,
it burns the fuse and dressing gown instead.
When half asleep I felt my mind’s full sound,
the loud explosion, then a softer tune
which, falling, halted, hung there like the moon
above a nettle, briar covered mound,
I have been thinking of the blast; how soon
it stopped and dissipating fled the ground.
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John Lowther

Note on the Text
555 is a collection of sonnets whose construction is database-driven and relies on text analytic
software. I crunched and analyzed Shakespeare’s sonnets to arrive at averages for word,
syllable and character (inclusive of punctuation but not spaces). These averages (101 words,
129 syllables, 437 characters) became requirements for three groups of sonnets. I collected
lines from anywhere and everywhere in the air or in print in a database. The lines are all
found, their arrangement is mine. Values for word, syllable and character were recorded.
Typos and grammatical oddities were preserved; only initial capitals and a closing period have
been added as needed. The selection of lines isn’t rule-driven and inevitably reflects what I
read, watch, and listen to, thus incorporating my slurs and my passions as well as what
amuses and disturbs me. These sonnets were assembled using nonce patterns or number
schemes; by ear, notion, or loose association; by tense, lexis, tone or alliteration. Every sonnet
matches its targeted average exactly. Think of Pound’s “dance of the intellect among words”
then sub sentences for words—it is amongst these I move. The dance in question traces out a
knot (better yet, a gnot) that holds together what might otherwise fly apart. I espouse only the
sonnets, not any one line.
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John Lowther

It appears I lack the finer points.
It was three years ago on a dark evening.
I told her what would happen, it happened.
It was death.
But what does it mean.
It's what you can bear.
Not like that, I want it in you.
Down there, everything is so still and silent that it lulls me to sleep.
It might not be real money.
I had to have it.
It doesn't bother me ma'am.
It never hit my mind.
It looks like a life sentence.
I can sense it when my flesh opens.
It kind of shakes you to the core.
It should be required viewing in school.
Take a long deep sleep.
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John Lowther

You can also think of that very elaborate form of knowledge, ancient Chinese
astrology, which is a whole discourse about the male and the female and
which organizes not only the gods but also the entire society.
A cylindrical rod is situated in the cylinder block or cylinder head which has
oblong lobes or cams which push the intake and exhaust valves.
It's a completely unfalsifiable statement.
We are perfectly happy to leave it at that.
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John Lowther

I hated being touched by anything in the human-skin package.
Cue schizophrenia, botched hair cuts & nightmares.
Guess the kodak moment would have been spoiled somehow.
Fantasies of integration are subverted.
In place of words, I simply spoke with my skin.
And indeed, it is a thought that throws you off track.
It's like the plastic on a coca cola in a big pop bottle.
I am a happy prisoner of the machine.
Melancholics all, perhaps, we hollow out the content of obsolete forms but
preserve the husk.
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X-Ray of a Six-Week-Old Pup
Based on a photograph of a fortunate six-week-old beagle looking at the chain
which was removed from its stomach by doctors at Boston’s Angell Memorial
Animal Hospital after its owner complained that the pup sounded like “jingle
bells” every time he was picked up, December 7, 1959
You never suspected there was such movement within you.
If your body were made of glass, your intestines would appear like broken bits of stars coiled
inside the belly of an eel.
You will perhaps recoil. Just as Po Chü-I recounts the ghost at the oratory door of the monks.
Not far from this picture are secluded temples within you.
Every man in America in the 1950s with glasses looks smarter than Science itself.
It’s a simple equation of strain: what goes into the body shits out. Even passive voice is passed
through the gauze of an even fainter feeble verb.
Look at an x-ray, see the insides of things, the mystery of what is milky and moist.
When I was six weeks old, all I did was eat, sleep, shit, and converse with the stars, thinking,
Why me? Why did I have to be the one to come back?
Now I want the migration habits of hen eels, the sexual sniff of fire ants from Namibia.
Every man in his fifties looks like Science with glasses broke. Sociology with a split lip.
This six-week-old beagle-hound is adorable, even as it eats each chain link of death.
Even as carvings on the oratory door are read backwards to display a tunneling through
toward moon-cure and disease.
Even in the better class of hospitals, it is difficult for the sick to discover the resources of the
place, to ignore the ghosts barking in disbelief.
There are also markets where rhubarb, erasers, and bear gristle are sold as intestinal
blockages for the price of quail eggs.
Honestly, if this pup were mine, I would hold it. Kiss it. Construct with many mouths a most
exact, undrooping umbrella.
Love is a great discipline, overflowing with the burning and the burnt. The taken in, the
released.
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Cold-Scented Nose
Based on a photograph of the custody battle for the hound dog, Wolf, April 4,
1956, Michigan City, Indiana
Because sometimes two people don’t understand each other. Because one says rain, the other,
goldfish fin in the bark. Of trees, it seems apparent that the souls of llamas pass through many
woods. Stand their Peruvian selves upright in their own shade when they have left the
protective cover of seven, maybe eight, woolen years. In dog years, that’s middle age. In hound
years, something is always alive. Even when two men can’t resolve whether the pup hunts this
Indiana woods or that, something is alive. In their voices. Their throat. As if the baying says
what troubles the black branches of the north is that two men have two eyes each. That each
eye contains precisely two spokes. One spoke dark, the other blight. Lord knows we wish we
could have been there. In the courtroom. In the simple this and that of black and white. The
surety of right and wrongly right. In April of 1956. Nine months before snow was born. Into
one another, we pour our silky hound selves, like hound-trot through woods. Like a coldscented nose tracking back the rebirth of Indiana trees to coca leaves and a mountain pass in
Peru. After sitting on the witness stand, it is said, the hound snoozed and wagged his tail
through most of the trial, showing no concern over man’s legal ways. Could it be because
Michigan borders Indiana but is Indiana? That a backwoods town borders a city but is a city?
At least in Indiana. In Michigan City. At least in 1956. In a black and white April. When this
way and that was all that could be seen. Even the forty-eight stars on the American flag draped
on the wall behind the judge can be divided evenly in two. The way coonhound can be one word
or more, depending on the depth of the drawl. The way rain can be rain or the goldfish splinter
in the shagbark of an elm. Joe Patton, I understand, got custody of the hound. Spent many a
fire by the night of his sorry for this, his plenty for that. If I was John Burke, the Justice of the
Peace, I’d make Justice of the Peace one word, not four. Cause four, too, can be divided evenly
by any spat tongue claiming the mouth not enough. Even when it wags its way into a new body
at birth, traveling through many moods, bringing all the with it. Yes, all the with it, the way life
to life we say the width of what worlds we may have previously seen. God, the courtroom is a
dark voice, or the mud years of a hound dragging its ears through the long even hearing of a
swamp. Unsettling the woods of all its coon-shiver leaves. In sycamore and sassafras hollows.
In April. The simple this of black. In 1956. The width, simply, of white. The way courtroom can
be one word. Or two.
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Letter to Ben from Pueblo
You are a favorite aberration. Like the monk burning himself to death in that poem we love.
Say you took the name Takahashi Shinkichi. Say you brought dada into the tones of Richard
Hugo. You were my student and now we’re friends. Will you show me, as if from a monarch’s
wing, where my lines go flat?
The result of feeling good is sensing immeasurable madness. Perhaps an anxious factory
worker is stoking coals in Pueblo. In Pueblo, there is a one-armed poet still playing congas,
wearing a serape, promising the world the noise of the railroad dead. As long as we don’t stray
too far south into La Junta, we remain possible, Ben—among coffeehouses and salads and a
sort of civilized night.
You woke from that dream of Robin Blaser burying Jack Spicer inside the body of a moth,
admittedly so frazzled you ate an entire black chicken before noon. I’d never seen you weep. It
startled me to hear duck tracks lift the river, shape your words among platform floes of ice
breaking ice.

Writings is wrong, you jokingly wrote, mixing your subjects and curds. The enzyme actions of
cheese. I knew at that instant you’d cracked the code. Hugo limping at Hot Springs, Montana,
among all the arthritic dread. Bachelard evacuating a psychoanalysis of blood pheasants from
his vowel-bound bowel. You say your poems are hangovers from an enviable night of horrible
music. The particular answer to the question I never asked: moths equaling the distance
between workers in a foundry in Pueblo. The time it takes you—in the butt hut—to blow smoke
rings from a Marlboro through the moon’s collapse among clouds approaching from the West.
(for Ben Larson)
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The Last Jump
Since the film Jesse James, 1939, “No animals were harmed in the making of
this motion picture”
There are no words for how she felt. We all feel, feeling into, falling through. There is no great
abyss. There are hounds and graves and great sighs in Dakota. In Missoula. Right there in
Northfield, Minnesota, and in the somehow-widening Missouri Breaks. Once, when we were
alive, we were dead. How can the mouse trembling in talons slurch such wisdom this way,
that? The terrible ripping of the rain are spokes of flesh, sun falling through the tiniest
creatures of the cliff. They took the ridge and greased the chute. They sat the horse. The
stuntman clutched the cantle. They felt the saddle horn a second groin. Marveled at their
sexual prowess, at the power of a truck engine, how many mustangs-worth of drive it takes to
haul a camera to the top. Face it. We all like power, even if it’s the decision to survive. Even if
we’re only allowed Tyrone Power in a film as Jesse James. Outlaw strength against the force of
restraint. There are words. There are no words. The horse could not talk. It felt, in the slippery
tilt chute, feeling far into itself far as the eye could bleed. And it does at high altitudes. Tiny
vessels of rain bursting into sunspots in the filming of the scene. Offerings at the table of dark
and blight. We’re fond of such opposites. That’s why we need a man named Fonda to play
Jesse’s older brother, Frank. Okay, I’ll be frank. It hurt. Hurts. Just to watch. To see the horse
so utterly stumped, tumbling over the edge, turning once, twice, dropping its scared and
trembling self seventy feet into the lake. Its feet flailing wildly as if to show no hope for the
humble. Even Nancy Kelly, as Jesse’s lover, Zerelda Cobb, could not save the scene. Eyebrows
plucked, arched, as if eighteen and beautiful in 1939 somehow made jumping off a ledge
desirable. We jump for many a shaved thigh, blonde belly-fur pleasure-tensed. There is also the
matter of staying alive. Even if we survive the fall. Into ourselves. Into one another. Into the
world. As did the horse, landing squarely in the lake. But the panic-thrash, uncontrolled, as she
drowned before the hostlers could reach a rope. Years before, she would stunt. Saunter—not
trot—they say, toward the back of an arena. In Livingston. In Reno. In the scrabble down a hill.
Side to side, she would sway, in perfect horse-step. One shoe, two. Then the echo of all those
centuries of canyon. A flak of falling rock. In Denver. North Platte. In Ogallala. All those years
she had known exactly what to do. Impulse-twitch, as if fly-swatting her tail through the
raccoon rings of sleep. Even through the rough of Randolph Scott, who played Marshall Will
Right, tracking Tyrone Power. Power powering itself to the top. To a dead-end. To a horse and
all that fright. Not fifty yards in front of Marshall Will Right. What is right, we rarely know.
What we will, is left at the edge, with our double surviving the fall. Mouse-wail snap in the talon
of an owl. The terrible ripping of the rain. The terrible gripping of the reins.
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Dreaming Oneself Dead
with a first line by Jack Spicer
They dream they dream of dreams about themselves.
1.
2.

my childhood killing of an ant
my mother’s divorce

1.
2.

I am a woman
the world is dead

You are awash with eucalyptus offerings of otters.
They dream of black ants dreaming of a mother’s release.
Ectoplasm in an epaulet.
A long time from now, all my weeds
will be gone. Houses will moon-silt ground.
Livers will run amuck. Hybrid lollipops will con each dinner napkin
into folding like a hand of jacks.
In the face of a queen. In the black biting of an ant.
The world is certainly dead or dying or about to live.
Sunlight on the blue wave of a crow’s wing.
1.
2.

I am a tiny copper spiral
Cutting into myself, a great hole in the core

We open. We clothe.
Torn. Rooted as a dahlia.
I am inside your delicate chest. My dark
wing, your breath.
I am always turning toward,
away from, the love of those loving me most.
A great oak table holds our hands
as if we touch common work.
We upside down. We all we love or hate or in loving live.
Loud as African drums
turned toward—against—the fierce. The hoped.
The word-blur we call dirt.
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Court Ambient Horror
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GARBAGE DAY
It’s garbage day, so I go to the curb
The sounds in my head are the sounds
of gluey birds—no ideas, no
but-in-things—no shocking ever after
or tenses, just tension, an air
of rotting refuse, carrot tops,
soured cream, bacon grease
and diapers All the mess
we’ve thrown away
But in the landscaping behind me
the Japanese maple’s coming
back from going dormant,
its scarlet-pink leaves full of life
overnight, little sharks with their faces
out in search of something
loving This is what I see
when I look and keep looking,
what I hear when I’m listening,
what I smell when I go to the curb
and wait for the truck Truly,
today I’ve got nothing for you
I’ve got nothing to do
And I’ve got nothing for a poem,
not a single iota, not an angel’s
stupid wingtips The blood
coursing through me, sort of bored
with coursing through me The race
gets old The track grows grassy
Black holes and darker things
I stand in them with hiccups
Hippopotamus-ing, hippopotamus-ing
It’s late afternoon when the truck
shows up I say hello
to the garbage men, but they’re not
garbage men, they’re sanitation workers,
and one of them’s a woman, so I’m lost
on all counts Then I drag
the empty can around the side
of the house, have my first beer
in days, so you don’t
need to worry with your head
about my problems
And then
nothing happens The coming evening
gets blurry, but the curb is pristine
White butterfly flutters by
my head in a hurry
Where it’s going
is nowhere I can fathom/out to sea
Going
somewhere isn’t one of the butterfly’s tricks
Butterflies don’t talk, and somewhere
is a word Most biology, a matter
of bald repetition Most repetition,
either garbage or musick [sic] This is
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so much more fucked than I wanted
or intended The real butterfly
wasn’t white, it was orange
Already I’ve said too much
and not enough
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THE LOCKSMITH
Dear true love,
the pain in your head
I’m a dot on the edge
of the evening looking out,
looking over and over
Stupid sky with all its blood
And parking lots on parking lots
as far as the eye can see
They sprawl and spit and yearn
for us

Wheels on the bus

go round and round
All black everything
Sparkling moonlight,
or almost moonlight
It’s dusk in Cincinnati now
“World Painted Blood”
by Slayer wafts up,
meanders across
the cars’ expanse expanding
And like a scarecrow
on the horizon,
cut in half
by earth and sky,
a locksmith in his seventies,
working out of his car,
is helping a family
locked out of their car—
a family of immigrants
locked out of their country—
a family of eagles
locked out of the sea
The locksmith is thinking
how foreign they are,
probably illegals,
but he can’t be sure
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And also he’s thinking
rather sadly about moss,
how it becomes us,
or we it, eventually
What he will charge,
next to nothing
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POEM FOR TED BERRIGAN
Afternoons I sweat too much
They could always be better
You thought I meant perspire,
but I meant “sweat” as in worry
Afternoons I worry too much
The syntax is obnoxious, and
I have no idea what the second
line is doing, but it’s true,
afternoons are the only time
I have these days, so
if I don’t use it wisely
I might as well be wasted,
and often I’m so worried
about using it wisely
that I don’t use it wisely,
so it’s time to get wasted
I open a Hellion and look
out the window I wish I had
an apple pie with Granny Smith
apples or I wish I had a pound
of black pepper-crusted bacon
It’s so stupid, these things
in my heart Maybe soon
I’ll get that tattoo I’ve always
wanted of “Everything turns
into writing” on my forearm
Maybe soon, but probably not
Everything turns into Granny Smith
apples Everything turns
into ending
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EXTRAORDINARY OCCASIONAL ROMANTIC
I love the way the children sway,
their lungs the size of tidal waves,
blue solar systems,
giant feedback and dissonance
I wish sometimes I could still be
one of them, but I am no longer
one of them
After so much green
light, after all these years
of spirit bloom and hoppy energy,
I still keep losing
my voice to the ages Sometimes
just going to the mailbox,
or out to buy Benadryl
for my white-muzzled
dog, makes me hoarse
Months go by in raindrops
of footnotes How anxious
and relaxed I serenade
the deer, half dead in the yard,
then stop
only listening to the acorns
crushing My wife
stirs up potions, as I go
about my business This one
makes love almost totally
irrelevant, she jokes, but I wonder
if it’s funny, and I notice,
not for the first time,
that I’m down on all fours again
in an out-to-pasture gesture
searching for my glasses
or watching a cicada
unzipping its armor,
its eyes tiny strawberries
of ferocious, bad weather
I eat of the grass stain
I lap at the puddles See
John Clare, his escape
from the asylum But this is not
England in the early 19th Century
This is Ohio in the early 21st
And now that I come to think of it,
most everything is perfect
What else could it be
I mean,
I wrote this poem on my phone
while sitting in my car
in a grocery store parking lot
listening to the song
“Chestnut Street”
by Xerxes
08/13/14
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PASTORAL
The squealing of the lamb
comes and goes
against the grass

All day—

Little voices, little dresses
Praying mantis on a bike tire
Rotten board in the floor
Fallen apple

Get to fixing

One event bleeds into another
like an egg yolk into a roadblock:
fried potatoes, piece of toast
White fluff bursts from the brains
of autumn flowers, floats away dizzily,
its fuel, burning dust

And the limbs

of a pear tree reach out to snatch a hawk
from its usual life in the scrambled blue
above
to bark
fat earth

One dog barks and they all start
Hello, from the scorn and noiseAll this, thinks the man

sitting quiet on his porch, sipping
beer from a can, so orange
it almost hurts

Nothing

more often than not
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Just Never
This is not a love letter. This doesn't end with me touching your small breasts,
or looking into your hazel-shifting-green, depending-on-the-day-hazel eye.
This doesn't end with me holding you close
while I hear the rise of your sleeping rib.
This just isn't a love poem, not what you think, or thought.
This is anti-love. This is about all that there wasn't
in the space too big to fill.
I was only ever perfect, never—
you see. Just never.
Once I wrote a Surrealist Peruvian ode—just for you,
and I wanted to slurp you like vegetarian soba noodles only pausing for—
no, not ever pausing. I meant it then—but you—I was just never.
Never.
Love is too abstract.
They'll tell me it's been too long for this now, and I'll say no,
it's been just long enough. They'll say just pick around the chicken,
and let go. And I'll say this isn't chicken anymore.
You always knew the line, the green and the hazel,
that was for you, my past love, gone—and maybe never had—
but gone, yes.
I don't eat meat anymore,
the rotting flesh hurting my broken back—
my lame excuse for humanity.
And this is not about love—
it's about the mold inside the uncut avocado
and it's about unfilled bellies,
and dead children murdered for insanity;
it's about a black crow,
and a snowy white owl,
about the prayer beads that have always been mine.
It's about you kissing the space between my hairline and eyebrow,
whispering: you are safe.
My tattooed foot says believe—
I was only ever perfect, never.
dear M.
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No Him, No He
You are dying in my mind,
slowly losing strength
in the large-veined hand that once
touched my face.
You are dying—
And there is no other pronoun,
no him, no he. Just you.
I cannot not write this to you—
right now, twisting in my gut,
guilt rises instead of bile.
I am dripping in my private shame.
You want me to come home
to feed you ham
and tomatoes. Right now
I cannot not write this to you.
I cannot make you the sandwich
with spicy deli mustard
that would add weight
to your emaciated form.
I cannot say no
say yes
say no to you.
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You May Think I Would Be Happy With this News
I hoped the Chinese Restaurant
would womb me
from talk of the previous life—
maybe the crab Rangoon could divert
us to a different time,
not my birthday,
not my mother.
This story has never been about food.
And still, slipped in, a side whisper,
a glance, he only weighs 154 pounds.
It only takes that much—don’t you understand.
It only takes that much
and then not even the sleeping pup paws,
the calm in and out breath of the wet nose,
none of that. It only takes
one moment to pull me.
It’s my birthday
and my monster-father
is disintegrating.
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[Haiku generated by a Processing program I wrote using only words from
the text of Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s “Rime of the Ancient Mariner”]
drag closes distance
mute wondrous skeletons took
thin restless masts raised
noise moved without bound
agony power velvet
garments white quiet
cross-bow weathercock
ancient burst skinny hollo
upon love upon
ghost flakes paced hither
cracked wide ocean spake snow boards
snapt cruel all a-day
else straight mariners
loveth sudden seraph band
black breathe bodies plunged
by shape guides abide
plagued furrow art follow
still shrieked shrieked follow
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Usher’s information and secrets
1. bees are just fat spiders in raincoats with their legs wrapped around them.
2. the streetlights are connected like a quaking aspen and they are learning about communism.
3. when i set myself on fire it is with vodka rocks and lighting; when i burn it is like a tornado
retreating with a house in its jaws.
4. the magic of this world was born in my throat and it will cease when i do.
5. the president told me that aliens are real.
6. the president told me that he is real.
7. the president told me that the planet is a single plate spinning on a stick held by a Chinese
circus performer in a tent in the Midwest in 1922. i believed him.
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Photo: The Invention of Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, Warren G. Harding,
and Harvey Firestone
Scene I
Ford: Someone is moving my immanent mouth.
Edison: More than once I’ve begun thrice.
Firestone: As the moon wouldn’t fit into the barn, we had to fracture its pelvis, clavicle, and
cerebellum.
Harding: But could I really be President of These Semiconscious States?
Ford: No one knew how to mate a can of curvaceous corn with a consolidated goat, until I was
invented.
Log Cabin: Wrap a spiderweb round an inconstant tongue.
Firestone: Night after night, Americans chewed the woodwork, until I devised the first selfpropelled, salt-powered bathrobe.
Petrified Dinosaur Egg: Let us praise the evolution of spud into spatula.
Edison: Some wear suspenders made of lizard light. Some shine on glass windows with their
amphibious teeth. Some steal night vision from the tongue-tied termite.
Harding: I asked for a monumental toothpick, and they brought me Angkor Wat.
Edible Lightbulb: Isinglass for the masses.
Florence Nightingale: One day a palm tree made from shredded dollar bills will call itself a
forest.
Edison: I tell you I won’t wear a bowtie, necktie, ascot, neckerchief, bandanna, or any other
kind of baby bunting.
Firestone: I built a wall round the shed of my ground, and then ground garlic into a pudding
that predicts the death of the word darling.
Folding Chair: Make me a pneumatic map of Rodinia, she told me, not a palpitating coconut.
Edison: Thus I installed a streetlamp in the stomach of a steer to better observe the annual
desert rainfall.
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Scene II
Harding: If I am President, I could have your neck shortened, elongated, or pickled. I could go
bowling, wearing a glove made from your father’s face.
Florence Nightingale: A small rodent who wears a sundial on its wrist is visible only to the man
with bulletproof spats.
Map of Rodinia: But if it’s 1898, why is my tongue made of titanium pellets?
Harding: Then again, if I’m not President, why am I calibrating the calcification of soft, silky
sand?
President Harding’s Sock Garter: Perhaps I’m the only child of an amiable spittoon.
Ford: One day soon shall we replace our dying sun with a phosphorescent mannequin.
Edison: The sallow carrot prefers to dine on a liberty head dime.
Liberty Head Dime: Each time I open my mouth, a locomotive belches. A breach incentivizes.
A bleary leech bleaches its besotted breath.
Firestone: Don’t tell Charlie Chaplin! I replaced his spinal fluid with windshield washer.
Harding: Even the reclusive nude on the bored ceiling asks, Aren’t you the Inspector of
Insatiable Chimneys?
Steam-Powered Runcible Top Hat: Only the nightingale with an owl’s cochlea can hear the
pregnant paperclip.
Florence Nightingale: But how can I remove the carp from the crepe?
Firestone: We must eliminate the fingers of everyone we secretly employed to erase our
fingerprints.
Cow with a Window Inserted into Its Skull: Yet the larger the fly, the more room for home
furnishings.
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Scene III
Ford: Why, evidence of our sodden reincarnation may be found in this spoonful of imminent
dirt.
Map of Rodinia: Near the end of the film, an old man scrubs the floor with a faded grackle.
Edison: It’s true. The nail that farms the hammer frames the coffin.
Ford’s Pocket Watch, or Very Possibly Edison’s Insomniacal Cigar: Forgive the ant that
forgives those who drown us in its shadow.
Phosphorescent Mannequin: I can almost hear the last ejaculation of the last internal
combustion poem.
Florence Nightingale: Parboil the paramecium’s parataxis.
Bald Buffalo Wanted for Crimes Against the Environment: Fry the frontal lobe. Flay the
frenum. Free the freon.
Edison: I’ve just installed saxophonal lungs in the Statue of Liberty. Now she breathes
“Bringing in the Sheaves.”
Ford: Before you leave, let me replace your kneecap with a buttery eel.
Harding: Repeat after me: Your Intermittent President of These Interminable States.
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Packing for Earth 2.0
Anonymous baby tooth, when spun pointing magnetic north.
Arthur Waley’s Translations from the Chinese, translated by Son House.
Infertile doll constructed with twine, postage stamps, and termite wings.
The Mountain Poems of Stonehouse, translated by Jerry Lee Lewis, translated by
Rachel Carson’s cancer, translated by the dust between my toes.
One parsnip-eating turnip, granted by the Society for the Care and Protection of
Unknown Retrieval Systems the unfinished title Still the Cloud Armies Gather.
Photo of night figure on rooftop chewing a stillborn mulberry infused with The Sea of
Fecundity.
Poems of the Late T’ang mask, with tubes—inserted into eye, ear, and hair—delivering a
constant clover-scented ether flow.
Recording of fire ants disassembling an armadillo corpse under a live oak in Andalusia,
Alabama, circa 1883.
Sea urchin mask, not suitable for those with delicate leg or lung.
Shawl of woven armpit and milkweed hair, from the International Archive of Organic
Arts, in Fedora, South Dakota, translated by Aldo Leopold.
Stork nest made from shredded Remedios Varo painting titled Why I Have to Close My
Eyes Every Time You Speak.
Stuffed mouse, in hardhat and denim overalls, sweeping mouse entrails.
Sunflower Splendor: Three Thousand Years of Chinese Poetry, translated by Merry
Clayton, backed by the rain on Robert Johnson’s snakeskin guitar.
Ten magenta raffle tickets for a near new pituitary gland.
Tethered otter tongue, known to babble: Mrs. Charles Darwin once asked the rushes
and reeds to define eroticism. “Exoticism?” they replied. “That’s easy. Just listen to the
rushes and reeds.”
Turtle shell mask, some flaking about the lip.
The White Pony: An Anthology of Chinese Poetry, translated by Ali Farka Toure,
translated by the Yazoo River, translated by a cup of sidereal soil—breathing out, no, breathing
through.
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Had I Lived: As Speculated by Billy the Kid
Legend would credit the boy with twenty-one killings, one for each year of his
life.
—Billy the Kid: A Short and Violent Life, Robert M. Utley
I carve twenty-one notches into the nose of the Statue of Liberty.
I shoot electricity into a bucket of bullets until they whimper in a ballet slipper.
I carve my coffin out of Richard Speck’s prison copy of The Executioner’s Song.
I conjure a 3-D map of Chancellorsville for Medgar Evers from a lock of James Earl
Rey’s hair.
I swap Charles Guiteau’s left boot with Robert Ford’s right, listen to their feet churn
and swell.
I inject Seconal into each blue barrel, each ingrown vowel, in the back of Timothy
McVeigh’s Ryder truck.
I inject Lee Harvey Oswald, roaming the Texas School Book Depository, with To Kill a
Mockingbird.
Inject Walden into The Autobiography of Malcolm X. Inject Bury My Heart at Wounded
Knee into Walden.
I wash Emmett Till’s coffin in the Mississippi, which smells like George Armstrong
Custer’s silken long johns.
I strap the Presidential Box from Ford Theatre onto Arthur Bremer’s back, and he tells
me to call him Artie.
I build my coffin out of the jail cell that held Crazy Horse, Lizzie Borden’s whale-bone
corset, Sylvia Plath’s waffle iron.
I prepare a salad with Matthew Brady’s glass plate negatives, season it with red clay
and mayflies, for Sirhan Sirhan.
I inject her pizza with The Collected Works of Billy the Kid, and Squeaky Fromme
complains it tastes like In Cold Blood.
I brew a tea steeped in The Velveteen Rabbit, and Jack Ruby complains it tastes like
The Assassination of Jesse James.
I carve twenty-one notches into the circumcised tip of the Washington Monument.
I inject The Birth of a Nation with twenty-one grams of sodium pentothal, thrice daily.
I fire dart after tranquilizer dart into John Brown’s coffin, shadowing my own,
shadowing me, a terrible thing.
I make my coffin with my mother’s hymnal, a missile silo lid for a Peacekeeper,
flapjack in the shape of Lincoln’s head with a raspberry for a brain.
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I inject Son House’s National steel guitar with Son House’s National steel guitar.
I inject Seconal into each blue barrel, in the back of a Ryder truck, as if I’d done this
many times before.
Inject John Hinckley. Sara Jane Moore. Mark David Chapman. Infect. With salted,
soiled speech. Labium and maxilla. Sown at Gettysburg.

I foretell, and I am foretold, sayeth the Book of Mandible. In a private ceremony, Pat
Garrett and I exchange vows—unto the other nevermore do mortal harm. As prophesied. We
have twenty-one babies, each born with a slight notch in the nose.
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Mice Smell Light: Findings
Gorillas are observed playing tag. In Grapeland, Texas, a ring-tailed lemur named Keanu
attacks a postwoman named Reeves. Hip injuries are widespread among swans. Loud noise
makes food taste less sweet or salty but feel more crunchy. Stickleback fish accept robotic
impostors as their new leaders. Scientists in New Guinea discover a new genus of mice, which
they described as a very, very beautiful landscape of fear. Fetuses yawn. Tyrannosaurs once
were human-sized and later were cannibals. Killer whales are evolving into an elephant named
Happy. Telling harmful lies makes people desire mouthwash, whereas writing harmful lies
makes people desire hand sanitizer. No new poisons are found in Tycho Brahe’s beard. The
mustaches of male Mexican molly fish are found to attract females. The magic number may be
stored in a cool place. North Korean archeologists confirm the discovery of a unicorn lair.
Accents make foreigners sound less truthful. Australia’s government is using termites to look
for gold. Female Adelie penguins choose as their mates the fattest males. Swedish children
are complacent about a robot uprising. A peanut-shaped asteroid is headed for long periods of
boredom punctuated by moments of sheer boredom. Residual aquatic Prozac is encouraging
shrimp to risk their lives by seeking light instead of darkness. Archeologists rediscover a
trove of dead babies from a Roman brothel in Dick Cheney’s heart. Lying increases the
temperature of the nose. Neurobiologists create mice that can smell light. Fetuses yawn.
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But a Colony of Rain
Let this go unsaid that it may read by the rain’s dangling ganglia.
*
In the House of Rain, sustain your furniture with potable flame.
*
Rubbing two ferric clouds together to break a throat into spasms of rain.
*
According to someone still using my name: After a meal of rain, be sure to drain your feet.
*
Whereupon I found you at the bottom of the well untangling yourself from a hailstone.
*
At which point he was extracted from the womb of the moon with the generosity of cod liver
oil.
*
Another reason one should never yawn or yodel in the rain.
*
Once, when I was a blood pheasant, mouth open, staring up her rain skirt.
*
Avoid gazing upon the damp of her face when she’s in congress with the rain.
*

Rewrite this, said someone unclean, with a snail soaked in unwritten ink.
*
When the rain begins, her name is What is the Sun But a Serial Conflagration of Seed.
*
When her brain comes undone with sun, call her Reined to the Inflammable Sky.
*
Recall that backyard: the undetermined cat overcome by the sky’s labial leakage, causing said
cat to torque and turn, roil and roll, bound and wetly burn.
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*
Another reason one should never peel a tuber or play the tuba in the rain.
*
Should your pleasure-taking disturb the heron, how sour the sweet, how footsore the sure.
*
What the sky pondered all day: the girl squatting in the Juarez train station, panties down,
watering the soiled cement.
*
Back when parentheses were still a permeable border.
*
Thus all the pieces of the wooden hand fell together, but for one undrinkable drop.
*
States the Book of Common Rain: For I shall descend upon the lawn of the righteous and the all
of those without lawn.
*
For who cannot say: I am but a colony of rain.
*
Which is all I ever wanted: everything the sky tells you.
*
States the Book of Common Refrains: For I shall stitch the withered lip with cloudburst.
*
Which is why rain never comes unglued in the ungulate rain.
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